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LORD OF
THE CORDS
When Mikael Söderlindh sold the majority stake of his Happy Socks brand back in
January for a reported €76 million, he already had the wheels in motion to launch a new
brand dedicated to the wonders of corduroy, called The Cords & Co. Tom Bottomley
discovers more about Söderlindh’s new venture.
—

Along with his partner, creative director Viktor
Tell, former Happy Socks CEO and co-founder,
Mikael Söderlindh, launched Swedish brand
Happy Socks in 2008, and seemingly built a sock
and underwear empire out of nothing. No mean
feat. That’s why you’d surely have to back him to
turn his new brand, The Cords & Co, into another
success.
The Cords & Co’s new London flagship shop,
at 2 Silver Place in Soho, launched on August 31,
joined by other flagships in Stockholm, Paris,
New York and Los Angeles, as well as a website
with worldwide shopping available, and a further
flagship shop in Japan being added soon. Mikael
Söderlindh is the main founder of the brand, and
Viktor Tell is also a co-founder and co-owner of
The Cords & Co. Söderlindh says: “It definitely
felt like the right decision to focus on something
new. I still own a smaller part of Happy Socks, but

I am not involved in a day-to-day business any
more. Viktor is, however, still the creative director
of the brand, and still very involved.”
Although the product category has shifted,
Söderlindh’s drive and focus remains highly
charged, even reinvigorated. “I love to work, and
I love new challenges,” he says. “My ambition is to
always engage in something I feel truly passionate
about, whether that be socks or something else. I
have started The Cords & Co together with a
bunch of super talented people, because I love
corduroy and I always have. That is what drives
me – to find something you love and then get to
spend all of your time engaging in it.”
With that kind of passion, you get the feeling
this has all the makings of Happy Socks mark II,
but why such a focus on cords? “There is a time
for everything, and I definitely believe people are
ready for a lasting alternative to denim. That is

what we want to be. We want corduroy to be a
wardrobe essential in the same way as denim has
been for the last centuries.”
Söderlindh says he has always been a
frequent denim wearer himself, but he feels that
denim has, in a way, reached its highest point.
“What more is there to do with it exactly?” he
asks. “Corduroy, on the other hand, is super
interesting and still very unexplored. There is no
other brand that has done exactly what we´re
doing, and that gives us endless possibilities to
explore, develop and work with this fabrication.”
He wants people to discover, or rediscover,
their love for corduroy. “Most people have a
memory they associate it with, which is fantastic
and nothing we want to take away. But we also
want to be the brand that takes corduroy into the
future by giving it the love it deserves in an
updated and contemporary way.”
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The initial response to the new brand, and
corduroy-focused products, has been very
encouraging at shows such as Pitti Uomo, Seek
and Jacket Required but, while wholesale will be
a very important avenue to grow the brand,
Söderlindh sees that as something that will
happen organically. He comments: “We were
amazed how well it was received by the few
fashion forward retailers. I believe it is usually not
so common that retailers dare to try out a new
brand before they see how it performs. So we are
super happy about that.”
In the a/w 17 debut collection, the silhouette
is simple and classic, with heavy references from
utilitarian and military wear. The signature pieces
are reinvented iconic garments such as the biker
jacket, the trucker jacket, the fishtail parka and, of
course, the five-pocket pant, which comes in
colours such as sky blue, red and green, as well as
the usual black and navy. There’s also classic jersey
pieces which have all been flipped into corduroy,
and some camouflage and leopard prints to add
some more edge. Söderlindh says they offer a
wide selection of must-haves that will take you
through the season. “You can basically build an
entire wardrobe around our collection and, as
soon as you invest in one piece, you will notice that
it is not enough. It’s for both men and women, and
we also offer a smaller selection of unisex items.”
The new London shop is 560 square foot,
divided over two floors. The store theme is a

clash between skate culture and high fashion, and
contains both soft and hard elements. Söderlindh
says he likes contrasts, just like corduroy. He also
says that the flagship stores will always be the
heart and core of the brand. “They largely reflect
us and our vision, and they are located at the best
addresses in all cities where we choose to open.
With a fabric like corduroy, the opportunity to
touch and feel is very important, if not even
crucial. We´d see our flagship shops as the
showrooms of the brand, where our customer can
experience our brand first hand. I believe retail is
key when building a brand going forward.”
The idea is for the in-store experience to be
inspiring and welcoming, and a real complement
to the brand’s digital shopping experience, as
well as to the key high image wholesale accounts
that are carrying the brand. “Our stores are
meticulously curated by our in-house retail team,
together with Swedish architects ‘In Praise of
Shadows’, and they have worked extremely hard
to create fantastic environments within each
store,” offers Söderlindh. “We have had a clear
vision throughout to be able to create personal
stores where our passion for the fabric shines
through.”
UK independents that have already bought
into the brand include Oi Polloi, Liquor Store and
Mercantile, though Söderlindh says they are of
course hoping to add high image key department
stores, as well as more independents in the UK.

“We are super excited over the positive reactions
we have received so far,” he says. “There is
currently a very large interest in corduroy, which
is, of course, fantastic.”
The s/s 18 collection is in a way a continuation
of the a/w 17 collection. Accessible and wearable,
with classic silhouettes and pieces that have been
flipped into corduroy. Key pieces for spring
include shorts, shirts and bomber jackets for men,
and shorts, oversized tops and kimono jackets for
women. Corduroy tees and crew necks are also
essential pieces of the collection.
Söderlindh says it’s too early to jump to any
conclusions on which items are the best-sellers.
“What we can say is that we have many products
that have been very appreciated by our
customers, our 5-pocket pants and jackets being
two of them. Our focus is to provide our customer
with fantastic corduroy products which we hope
will be worn for a very long time.”
With this fresh brand to get his teeth stuck
into, Söderlindh can draw on his early experience
when launching Happy Socks back in 2008.
“What I have learnt is to have fun every day,” he
comments. “If you don´t have fun at work, you
cannot be successful. I have also learnt to
surround myself with talented people, people
who inspire me and challenge me. I have also
learnt to take chances and do what my gut tells
me to – you win some and you lose some. Such a
cliché,” he says, laughing. “But also so very true.”

